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Objective
Develop a robust computational framework capable of
simulating aerothermodynamic flows subject to the com-
bination of:
•Hypersonic speeds
•High temperatures from shock-layer formation
• Interaction of gas and liquified solid materials

Introduction

During planetary entry, hypersonic vehicles are exposed to
drastically high temperatures because of shock-layer for-
mation during which surface temperatures exceed 1500 K.
Managing such high-temperatures requires efficient ther-
mal protection systems (TPS) and significant effort is
placed into designing TPS materials. Designing a TPS
is a major challenge because gas-surface interactions oper-
ate on many effects that take place on multiple time and
length scales. One of these effects is the melted flow of
the liquefied TPS material. A powerful tool in computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) called the ghost-fluid method
exists to resolve multi-phase flows, but has not yet been
applied to hypersonic systems. An effort to combine this
method with state of the art hypersonic CFD tools could
increase the accuracy of crucial computational models for
hypersonic flight. Although this work is developed for
hypersonic simulations, the framework outlined here has
applications in additive manufacturing, combustion, and
plasma physics.

(a) Avcoat specimen showing
formations from molten silica
layers, before (left) and after
(right) testing [1].

(b) A section of tested PICA
TPS with NuSil surface coating
[2].

Figure: Ground-test result images which depict melt flows.

Methods

A liquid-gas system can be properly defined by a level set
function denoted as

φ (x, t)


> 0 if x ∈ liquid phase
= 0 if x ∈ Γ
< 0 if x ∈ gas phase

which is a smooth function of the coordinate vector x
and time t, constrained by Γ, the gas-liquid interface [6].
The interface advects by solving

∂φ

∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0

Hence the system is defined for both liquid and gas at
each node. The ghost-fluid method can then be used to
resolve the system’s behavior.
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Figure: A CFD stencil depicting the ghost-fluid method [4].

Central Idea
Couple the ghost-fluid method with leading edge hypersonic compressible and incompressible CFD tech-
niques to build a robust analysis tool for melt flows in entry physics.

Preliminary Results

A preliminary 1D computational experiment
simulating an air/liquid drop system based on
work from Ref. [3] is shown. A stationary liquid
droplet of length L = 0.2 m is impinged upon by a
shock traveling through surrounding air. The
initial conditions are:
•Ambient pressure: Pi = 98.06 kPa
•Liquid center position: xL,i = 0.5 m
•Liquid density: ρL = 10 kg/m3

• Shock position: xS,i = 0.1 m
•Pre-shock air density: ρG1,i = 1.583 kg/m3

•Post-shock air density: ρG2,i = 2.124 kg/m3

•Post-shock air velocity: uG2,i = 89.98 m/s
•Post-shock air pressure: PG2,i = 147.4 kPa
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Figure: Density, velocity, pressure and level set function results from
the air/liquid drop simulation at t = 1.75× 10−3 s.

Continuing Work

Moving forward, this project aims to implement:
•Viscous effects, surface tension, and thermal
conductivity by solving the full Navier-Stokes equations
•Nonequilibrium chemistry analysis
•Two-wave multiphase interface coupling
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Figure: Wave diagram of the two-wave Riemann
probelm for the ghost-fluid method [5].
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